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Popular AR/VR Gelocation mobile game “Mythical Wars” signs up to Nonvoice Agency 

 

July [   ] 2021, Florida, USA – the leading agency for 5G apps, Nonvoice, annouces today that it has 

signed-up social media favourite and free2play geolocation mobile game “Mythical Wars” by Slavic 

Monsters. The new game joins a host of other titles within the agency that include augmented 

reality (AR) technology.   

 

“Mythical Wars” has been designed to ensure a consistent and ultra-stable latency via mobile edge 

computing to guarantee the best possible gaming experience for users. Players are able to choose 

from a wide range of monsters that cover various cultures and mythologies with new monsters 

being developed and added on a regular basis to ensure that there is something to suit every type of 

player. 

 

“There is a lot of choice out that for mobile gamers. As fanatical gamers ourselves, we put creativity 

and usability first. That is why our game is backed by AR to give that full immersive experience that 

gamers are craving and combining that with the mythical world of monsters which is popular not 

only in our Slavic culture but all around the world,” explains Marek Maruszczak, Chief Executive 

Officer of Slavic Monsters.  

 

Nonvoice Agent and AR gaming expert, Jesse Bijl added “through my role at Nonvoice I am 

constantly on the lookout for top gaming apps that will appeal to our partners. The apps and games 

that we put forward for selection must meet a strict criterion to guarantee the quality that telecos 

know and expect. I am delighted to welcome the team from Slavic Monsters into the Nonvoice 

family.” 

 

“Mythical Wars” joins a host of AR titles already being represented by the agency such as Reality 

Clash, XO and the Active Augmented Reality titles from forwARdgame, SCOARR, STACKAAR and 

SPLASHAAR. All of the apps in the Nonvoice network are available to telecommunications partners 

around the globe to incorporate into their platforms and to enhance their offering of 5G apps.   
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About Nonvoice Agency 
Nonvoice Agency is a network of agents searching for the best advanced consumer and enterprise 
5G apps from around the world. The agency connects app developers with distributors and investors 
who then help accelerate the adoption and deployment of their application. Nonvoice Agency 
provides an ecosystem of key parties dedicated to the 5G value chain and the future benefits that 
these services will bring to the world.  
 
Founder and CEO, Simon Buckingham, is available for expert commentary on 5G applications. 
 
For more information visit: www.nonvoice.com  
 
About Slavic Monsters 

Slavic Monsters is an independent game dev studio that specializes in mobile geolocation, AR, and 

VR games. The titles they create draw from various mythologies and give the opportunity to meet 

creatures such as Leshy, Fiend, Werewolf, or Kappa. 

For more information, visit: http://slavicmonsters.pl/   
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